FOREWORD
I
N writing these memories of Prince Billow, I cannot
make up my mind whether I am like Balaam who set
out to curse and had to bless, or whether, alas, I may not
nil hot be Balaam's converse, a man setting out to bless
and finding himself compelled to curse.   While appreciating
to (he full Bulo\v\s delightful personal qualifies, 1 have, in
the light* of document's published in recent years, and not
least those written by the Prince himself, occasionally found
myself forced to lower somewhat my estimate of his states-
manship.   I* say this quite dispassionately*   On the other
hand the wide scope of these writings has increased my
respect for his literary gifts.
It is obvious that any work which did not make truth its
chief aim would be in danger of going seriously astray, It
is a fact that many contemporary books still show traces of-
the convulsive influences of the war and in straining after
effect frequently Bill short of truth, It would appear that only
in very rare cases has the phase of calm deliberation and cool
judgment: been reached, and that the lack of perspective is
still evident. And this is the case with both writer and
reader* flcncc the tremendous, almost morbid vogue of
books which treat history in the style of the bookstall novel
It seems to me important to emphasise the fact that, as I
was intending to incorporate them in my published memoirs,
I submitted a great part1 of my record of conversations with
Prince Billow to the man himself, I was anxious not to make
myself responsible for any statements of his* either oral or
in letters, without first obtaining his approval This will
frequently be apparent in the course of this book,
1 admit frankly that there are certain things in this work
which, for reasons we can easily understand, he did not wish
to have published, at any rate in his lifetime* But his death

